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Our mission
Our mission at Netatmo is to develop products which 
help make your home safer, more comfortable and more 
efficient. We are committed to designing products  
that are:

 Beautiful 
because your interiors deserve the best

 Intelligent 
so that you don’t have to spend your time  
worrying about them

 Useful 
because no one likes gadgets



Your next home is here

Home is the most intimate space we know. It’s where you feel 
at ease after a hard day. It warms you up on cold winter nights, 
and refreshes you on hot summer days. It’s seen your children 
grow up, seen them take their first steps and say their first 
words, and protected them from the outside world. It’s where 
you spend nearly two thirds of your life.

This is why you spent months choosing it, why you spent 
weekends shopping to furnish and decorate it - so that you’d 
feel as comfortable as possible within its walls. This is why you 
take excellent care of it. It’s an extension of yourself, of your 
family. And all of this is what you call “home”.

Design, architecture, furniture: nearly everything has changed. 
And yet, certain things have stayed the same. You have to 
remember to turn off the lights before leaving, to lock the 
door for fear of a break-in; you struggle with your radiators 
to achieve the right temperature, you wonder if you’ve aired 
out the rooms enough today. And the least bit of doubt about 
any of these seemingly insignificant things can ruin your day, 
just like a pebble in your shoe. Now, you can forget all of this. 
Thanks to Netatmo, you can have peace of mind.

Simply, intuitively, without ever intruding on your private life; 
Netatmo helps you take control of your home.

Netatmo, 
same home, just smarter.







Smart Indoor Camera
Receive alerts in real time and take action  
if an intruder enters your home

Intruder alerts
Familiar or unfamiliar face? With facial recognition and 
immediate break-in notification, take action  
only when necessary.

Easy to install
You don't have to be a DIY expert or technical wizard 
to install your camera. You just need a plug socket, 
smartphone, Wi-Fi and a few minutes to spare to 
download the app.

Protect your family’s privacy
Use facial recognition to pre-record familiar faces to 
disable notifications and video recordings of them. 
Your Indoor Camera’s job is to detect intruders, not 
your relatives.

Access to all features, and no subscription necessary
Video storage and all Indoor Camera features and 
upgrades are accessible at all times without subscription.

Fully secure data
Fully secure data with Netatmo, your data is always 
secure. You can store videos locally on a microSD 
card using high security encryption and if you wish, 
back them up to the cloud via Dropbox, iCloud or your 
FTP server.



The Smart Door and Window Sensors alert you to a problem even 
before a break-in occurs. Installed on the doors and windows of your 
choice, they can tell if someone is trying to force entry. They also 
detect when a door or window is opened suddenly and send  
an immediate notification to your smartphone. This saves you 
valuable time in the event of a break-in. 

Smart Door and  
Window Sensors
Be alerted even before a break-in occurs

For an extra layer of security, add the Smart Door and 
Window Sensors to your Smart Indoor Camera. The 
Sensors only work with the Indoor Camera.



The Netatmo Smart Indoor Siren works perfectly with your Smart 
Indoor Camera to keep your home safe. Using facial recognition,  
the camera distinguishes between familiar and unfamiliar faces, 
animals, and harmless movements. No false alarms! If an intruder is 
detected, it sends a notification to your smartphone, while the Indoor 
Siren automatically sounds its deafening 110-decibel alarm. 

Smart Indoor Siren
Deter intruders and protect your home 
from break-ins

For an extra layer of security, add the Smart Indoor 
Siren to your Smart Indoor Camera. The Siren only 
works with the Indoor Camera.





Smart Outdoor Camera
Be alerted in real time and take action  
if an intruder trespasses your property

Camera equipped with a smart lighting system
The built-in smart lighting system lights your way at 
night and even helps you to deter intruders.

Easy to install
Your Outdoor Camera is easy to install as a 
replacement for an existing light or in a new location. 
Then simply connect it to your Wi-Fi.

Smart notifications: enjoy peace of mind
Receive a real-time notification via your smartphone 
when a person or vehicle is detected on your property. 
You decide what to do next.

No more false alarms 
Set up your Outdoor Camera to receive only useful 
alerts with the Alert-Zones feature and precise 
notification parameters.

Access to all features, and no subscription necessary
Video storage and all Outdoor Camera features and 
upgrades are permanently available without subscription. 



Additional Smart Indoor Module
Monitor the indoor environment of additional rooms of 
your choice. The Netatmo Weather Station can monitor 
up to three rooms using Additional Indoor Modules. 
Access temperature, humidity, and air-quality (CO2) 
readings in real time via your smartphone. 



Smart Home  
Weather Station
Understand and control your environment

Consult your data history  
to understand your environment over time
Analyse your data to understand your environment 
over time using past readings and charts accessible  
in the app.

Customize your alerts to take immediate action 
Customise your notifications: select the changes in 
your environment that you are most interested in.

Explore Netatmo Weather Station  
readings around the world 
Join the Netatmo Smart Weather Stations community  
to explore real-time readings in more than 170 countries. 

Improve air quality at home with ease
Improve air quality at home. Your Netatmo Smart 
Weather Station alerts you when indoor pollution rises. 

Access data on your indoor and outdoor 
environment in real time via your smartphone
Access your Weather Station’s readings in real time  
via your smartphone. All you need to know about  
your indoor and outdoor environment. 



The perfect addition to your Weather Station, the Netatmo Smart Rain 
Gauge sends rainfall data directly to your smartphone. Check rainfall 
at home in millimetres per hour remotely and in real time. The highly 
accurate Rain Gauge measures rain intensity as well as rainfall over 
the last hour and since midnight. 

Rain

Smart Rain Gauge
Monitor the rain with your Weather Station



The perfect addition to your Weather Station, the Netatmo Smart 
Anemometer sends wind data directly to your smartphone. Using 
the latest in ultrasound technology, it reliably measures wind speed 
and direction in real time - even during storms! The Anemometer 
can also provide you with more precise readings of the "feels like" 
temperature outside your home.

Wind DirectionWind Speed

Smart Anemometer
Monitor the wind with your Weather Station



Arteor with Netatmo
Smart switches & power outlets, allowing you to remotely 
control your lights, roller shutters and home appliances.

An easy exit
No need to go around the entire house to switch 
everything off. With just one tap of the ‘Away’ button 
on the Master Switch or in the Home + Control App, 
you can simultaneously switch off all the lights, turn off 
selected home appliances and close all roller shutters 
when you leave home.

Stay in contact with your home
Remotely control your lights, roller shutters and home 
appliances from your smartphone, receive notifications 
and monitor your real-time and overall power 
consumption.

Control your heating remotely
From now on, you can use Netatmo smart heating 
solutions (Thermostat and Radiator Valves) and control 
your home temperature from Home + Control App.

Just say the word
Give simple voice commands to Siri, Google Assistant 
or Alexa to manage your lights, roller shutters and 
home appliances without lifting a finger.





Voice assistants
For ever richer and simpler uses of our smart objects 
at the heart of your home, an ever increasing number 
of our products are compatible with the main voice 
assistants on the market.

Smart Indoor Camera

Smart Outdoor Camera

Smart Home Weather Station





Netatmo apps
Our applications allow you to enjoy all the features  
of our products simply and remotely. 

We update them regularly to incorporate improvements 
in ergonomics or usage.

Security

Weather



with Netatmo apps

Legrand 
Home + Control



www.netatmo.com


